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Identifying Thinking
 Recall a lesson or activity you’ve seen that you feel really engaged students in
developing understanding.
 What kinds of thinking did you observe the students engaging in during that
activity or lesson?.
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Deﬁning Thinking Routines
• Tools used over and over again in the classroom that support specific thinking moves
such as:
• Making connections
• Describing what’s there
• Building explanations
• Considering different viewpoints and perspectives
• Capturing the heart and forming conclusions
• Reasoning with evidence

• Structures through which students collectively as well as individually initiate, explore,
discuss, document and manage their thinking. These structures are:
• Explicit: They have names to identify them
• Instrumental: They are goal directed and purposeful
• A few steps: Easy to learn, and easy to remember
• Individual as well as group practices
• Useful across a variety of contexts
• Help to reveal students’ thinking and make more visible

• Patterns of behavior adopted to help one use the mind to form thoughts, reason or
reflect. We see these patterns emerging as the routines:
• Are used over and over.
• Become engrained in us both as teachers and students.
• Flexibility emerges.

Making Thinking Visible
Author: Ron Ritchhart, Mark Church, Karin Morrison
Publisher: Wiley
Publication Date: 2011
ISBN: 047091551X
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From Ritchhart et al, 2006
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Open-ended discussion on paper. Ensures all voices are heard, gives thinking time.
Works well when students have prior knowledge but instruction will move it in a new
direction. Can be done over extended time like the course of a unit.
Solicits the group’s ideas and reactions to a proposal, plan or possible decision.

Activating prior knowledge, wondering, planning

Uncovers prior knowledge and ideas, questioning

Activated prior knowledge, questioning, distilling &
connection making through metaphors

Decision making and planning, uncovers personal
reactions

Observing details and building explanations

Think-Puzzle-Explore

Chalk Talk

321 Bridge

Compass Points

Explanation Game

Key synthesis moves for dealing with new information in whatever form it might be
presented: books, lecture, movie, etc.
A text-based routine that helps identify key points of complex text for discussion.
Demands a rich text or book.

Used to identify possible errors in reasoning, overreaching by authors, or areas that
need to be questioned.
Can be used with text or as a basic structure for mathematical and scientific
thinking.

Uncovering and organizing prior knowledge to identify
connections

Connection making, identify new ideas, raising questions

Connection making, identifying key concept, raising
questions, and considering implications

A protocol for focused discussion

Reflection and metacognition

Reasoning with evidence

Perspective taking

Perspective taking

Monitoring, identification of bias, raising questions

Identifying generalization and theories, reasoning with
evidence, counter arguments

Perspective taking, reasoning, identifying complexities

Summarizing and distilling

Generate-Sort-ConnectElaborate: Concept Maps

Connect-Extend-Challenge

The 4 C’s

Micro Lab

I used to think

What makes you say that?
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Circle Viewpoints

Step Inside

Red Light, Yellow Light

Claim Support Question

Tug of War

Word-Phrase-Sentence

Text-based protocol aimed at eliciting what a reader found important or worthwhile.
Used with discussion to look at themes and implications.

FRIDAY 17 MAY 2019

Identifying and building both sides of an argument or tension/dilemma.

Stepping into a position and talking or writing from that perspective to gain a
deeper understanding of it.

Identification of perspectives around an issue or problem.

A question that teachers can weave into discussion to push students to give
evidence for their assertions.

Routines for DIGGING DEEPER INTO IDEAS

Used to help learners reflect on how their thinking has shifted and changed over
time.

Can be combined with other routines and used to prompt reflection and discussion.

Highlights the thinking steps of making an effective concept map that both
organizes and reveals one’s thinking.

Non-verbal routine that forces visual connections.

Capturing the heart through metaphors

CSI: Color, Symbol, Image

Quick summaries of the big ideas or what stands out.

Summarizing, capturing the heart

Headlines

Routines for SYNTHESIZING & ORGANIZING IDEAS

Variation of STW that focuses on identifying parts and explaining them in order to
build up an understanding of the whole from its parts and their purposes.

Good at the beginning of a unit to direct personal or group inquiry and uncover
current understanding as well as misconceptions.

Variation of STW involving using only portions of an image.

Description, Inference & Interpretation

Good with ambiguous or complex visual stimuli.

Description, Interpretation & Wondering

Notes

Zoom In

Routines for INTRODUCING & EXPLORING IDEAS

Key Thinking Moves

from the upcoming book Making Thinking Visible by Ritchhart, Morrison & Church (Spring 2011)

See-Think-Wonder

Routine

Thinking Routines Matrix
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SEE / THINK / WONDER
A routine for exploring works of art and other interesting things
• What do you see?
• What do you think about that?
• What does it make you wonder?

Purpose: What kind of thinking does this routine encourage?
This routine encourages students to make careful observations and thoughtful
interpretations. It helps stimulate curiosity and sets the stage for inquiry.
Application: When and where can it be used?
Use this routine when you want students to think carefully about why something looks the
way it does or is the way it is. Use the routine at the beginning of a new unit to motivate
student interest or try it with an object that connects to a topic during the unit of study.
Consider using the routine with an interesting object near the end of a unit to encourage
students to further apply their new knowledge and ideas.
Launch: What are some tips for starting and using this routine?
Ask students to make an observation about an object — it could be an artwork, image,
artifact or topic — and follow up with what they think might be going on or what they think
this observation might be. Encourage students to back up their interpretation with reasons.
Ask students to think about what this makes them wonder about the object or topic.
The routine works best when a student responds by using the three stems together at the
same time; i.e. “I see…, I think…, I wonder…” However, you may find that students begin
by using one stem at a time and that you need to scaffold each response with a follow up
question for the next stem.
The routine works well in a group discussion but in some cases you may want to ask students
to try the routine individually on paper or in their heads before sharing out as a class.
Student reponses to the routine can be written down and recorded so that a class chart of
observations, interpretations and wonderings are listed for all to see and return to during the
course of study.

© Harvard Project Zero
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THINK / PUZZLE / EXPLORE
A routine that sets the stage for deeper inquiry
• What do you think you know about this topic?
• What questions or puzzles do you have?
• What does the topic make you want to explore?

Purpose: What kind of thinking does this routine encourage?
This routine activates prior knowledge, generated ideas and curiosity and sets the stage for
deeper inquiry.
Application: When and where can it be used?
This routine works especially well when introducing a new topic, concept or theme in the
classroom. It helps students take stock of what they already know and then pushes students
to identify puzzling questions or areas of interest to purse. Teachers can get a good sense
of where students are on a conceptual level and, by returning to the routine over the course
of study, they can identify development and progress. The third question is useful in helping
students lay the ground work for independent inquiry.
Launch: What are some tips for starting and using this routine?
With the introduction of a new topic — for example, earth, leaves, fractions, Buddhism — the
class can engage in the routine together to create a group list of ideas. Between each phase
of the routine, that is with each question, adequate time needs to be given for individuals
to think and identify their ideas. You may even want to have students write down their
individual ideas before sharing them out as a class. In some cases, you may want to have
students carry out the routine individually on paper or in their heads before working on a
new area.
Keep a visible record of students’ ideas. If you are working in a group, ask students to share
some of their thoughts and collect a broad list of ideas about the topic on chart paper. Or
students can write their individual responses on post-it notes and later add them to a class
list of ideas.
Note that it is common for students to have misconceptions at this point — include them on
the list so all ideas are available for consideration after further study. Students may at first
list seemingly simplistic ideas and questions. Include these on the whole class list but push
students to think about things that are truly puzzling or interesting to them.

© Harvard Project Zero
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Visible Thinking Resource Book

Headlines: Capturing essence

Purpose: What kind of thinking does this routine encourage?
This routine helps students capture the core or heart of the matter being studied or
discussed. It also can involve them in summing things up and coming to some tentative
conclusions.
Application: When and where can it be used?
This routine works especially well at the end of a class discussion or session in which
students have explored a topic and gathered a fair amount of new information or opinions
about it.
Launch: What are some tips for starting and using this routine?
The routine can be used quite effectively with think-pair-share. For example, at the end of a
class the teachers can ask the class, “Think about all that we have been talking about today
in class. If you were to write a headline for this topic or issue right now that captured the
most important aspect that should be remembered, what would that headline be?” Next, the
teacher tells students, “Share your headline with your neighbor.” The teacher might close the
class by asking, “Who heard a headline from someone else that they thought was particularly
good at getting to the core of things?”
Student responses to the routine can be written down and recorded so that a class list of
headlines is created. These could be reviewed and updated from time to time as the class
learns more about the topic. The follow-up question, “How has your headline changed or
how does it differ from what you would have said?” can be used to help students reflect on
changes in their thinking.
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Visible Thinking Resource Book

Color, Symbol, Image: Distilling the essence of ideas non-verbally

Purpose: What kind of thinking does this routine encourage?
This routine asks students to identify and distill the essence of ideas from reading, watching
or listening in non-verbal ways by using a color, symbol or image to represent the ideas.
Application: When and where can it be used?
This routine can be used to enhance comprehension of reading, watching or listening. It can
also be used as a reflection on previous events or learnings. It is helpful if students have had
some previous experience with highlighting texts for important ideas, connections or events.
The synthesis happens as students select a color, symbol and image to represent three
important ideas. This routine also facilitates the discussion of a text or event as students
share their colors, symbols and images.
Launch: What are some tips for starting and using this routine?
After the class has read a text, you might ask the class to identify some of the interesting,
important or insightful ideas from the text and list these on the board. Write CSI: Color,
Symbol, Image on the board. Select one of the ideas the class has identified. Ask students
what color might they use to represent the essence of that idea? What color captures
something about that idea; maybe it is the mood or tome. Select another idea and ask the
class what symbol they could use to represent that idea. You might define a symbol as a
simple line representation or uncomplicated drawing, such as two crossed lines to denote
an intersection of ideas, or a circle to represent wholeness or completeness. Then pick
another idea from the list and ask students what image they might use to represent that
idea. You might define an image as a visual image or metaphor that is more complex and fully
developed than just a symbol.
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I USED TO THINK…, BUT NOW I THINK…
A routine for reﬂecting on how and why our thinking has changed
Remind students of the topic you want them to
consider. It could be the ideal itself — fairness, truth,
understanding or creativity — or it could be the unit
your are studying. Have students write a response
using each of the sentence stems:
• I used to think…
• But now, I think…

Purpose: What kind of thinking does this routine encourage?
This routine helps students to reflect on their thinking about a topic or issue and explore how
and why that thinking has changed. It can be useful in consolidating new learning as students
identify their new understandings, opinions and beliefs. By examining and explaining how
and why their thinking has changed, students are developing their reasoning abilities and
recognizing cause and effect relationships.
Application: When and where can it be used?
This routine can be used whenever students’ initial thoughts, opinions, or beliefs are likely
to have changed as a result of instruction or experience. For instance, after reading new
information, watching a film, listening to a speaker, experiencing something new, having a
class discussion, at the end of a unit of study and so on.
Launch: What are some tips for starting and using this routine?
Explain to students that the purpose of this activity is to help them reflect on their thinking
about the topic and to identify how their ideas have changed over time. For instance:
When we began this study of , you all had some initial ideas about it and what it was all
about. In just a few sentences, I want to write what it is that you used to think about .
Take a minute to think back and then write down your response to “I used to think…”
Now, I want you to think about how your ideas about  have changed as a result of
what we’ve been studying/doing/discussion. Again in just a few sentences write down what
you now think about . Start your sentences with, “But now, I think…”
Have students share and explain their shifts in thinking. Initially it is good to do this as a
whole group so that you can probe students’ thinking and push them to explain. Once
students become accustomed to explaining their thinking, students can share with one
another in small groups or pairs.

© Harvard Project Zero
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WHAT MAKES YOU SAY THAT?
Interpretation with Justiﬁcation Routine
1. What’s going on?
2. What do you see that makes you say that?

Purpose: What kind of thinking does this routine encourage?
This routine helps students describe what they see or know and asks them to build explanations. It
promotes evidential reasoning (evidence-based reasoning) and because it invites students to share
their interpretations, it encourages students to understand alternatives and multiple perspectives.
Application: When and where can it be used?
This is a thinking routine that asks students to describe something, such as an object or concept, and
then support their interpretation with evidence. Because the basic questions in this routine are flexible,
it is useful when looking at objects such as works of art or historical artifacts, but it can also be used
to explore a poem, make scientific observations and hypothesis, or investigate more conceptual ideas
(i.e. democracy). The routine can be adapted for use with almost any subject and may also be useful
for gathering information on students’ general concepts when introducing a new topic.
Launch: What are some tips for starting and using this routine?
In most cases, the routine takes the shape of a whole class or group conversation around an object
or topic, but can also be used in small groups or by individuals. When first introducing the routine,
the teacher may scaffold students by continually asking the follow-up questions after a student gives
an interpretation. Over time students may begin to automatically support their interpretations with
evidence with out even being asked, and eventually students will begin to internalize the routine.
The two core questions for this routine can be varied in a number of ways depending on the context:
What do you know? What do you see or know that makes you say that? Sometimes you may want to
precede students’ interpretations by using a question of description: What do you see? or What do
you know?
When using this routine in a group conversation it may be necessary to think of alternative forms of
documentation that do not interfere with the flow of the discussion. One option is to record class
discussions using video or audio. Listening and noting students’ use of language of thinking can help
you see their development. Students’ words and language can serve as a form of documentation that
helps create a rubric for what makes a good interpretation or for what constitutes good reasoning.
Another option is to make a chart or keep an ongoing list of explanations posted in the classroom.
As interpretations develop, note changes and have further discussion about these new explanations.
These lists can also invite further inquiry and searches for evidence. Other options for both group and
individual work include students documenting their own interpretations through sketches, drawings,
models and writing, all of which can be displayed and revisited in the classroom.
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What’s your own name?

Camera

Picture Frame

Photographer
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